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The Trouton-Hildebrand-Everett rule, which is a refine-
ment of Trouton's rule, requires that the so-called molar 
liquid free volume, in the expression AS° = Rln(Kg

0 /^0) 
for the entropy of vapourization of molecular liquids is a 
constant with a volume of 1.5 cm, whereas Fg°, the corre-
sponding vapour free volume, is directly dependent on the 
value of the boiling point, Tb. This paradox is resolved using 
a statistical mechanical rationale for ideal systems which 
shows that is in reality N times a molecular volume 
derived from a characteristic distance in the liquid-vapour 
transition state. This distance is the same for all ideal molec-
ular liquids. 
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The best analytical form [1, 2] of Trouton 's rule is 
given by the expression ASb = K(4 + ln Tb), where ASb 

is the molar entropy involved, and Tb is the boiling 
point. This equation is very readily derived [3] using the 
following molar partition functions for ideal systems: 

Qx: Solid (Einstein) 
(kT/hv)3N, 

Q 2 : Liquid (cell theory) 
(kT/hv)3N • es, 

Q3: Gas 
(2 n m kT/h2)3N'2 • VN/N\, 

Q4 : Liquid/gas transit ion state (2n m kT/h2)3N'2 • (N Ö3)N/N!. 

Here m is the molecular mass, N Avogadro's number , 
V the mola r gas volume and Ö a characteristic transi-
tion state distance. 

The equivalence of functions Q2 and is realized, 
following Eyring's transit ion state theory in kinetics, 
by put t ing 0 = l/v(kT/2Tcm)112, where v is the liquid/ 
gas transi t ion-state frequency. 
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ASb is then simply evaluated as k\nQ3/Q2, or 
^ l n = R \n{V/N <>3), which can be expressed as 
R In (22,410 • TJX.5 • 273), assuming that N ö3 is a 
characteristic molar volume independent of T with a 
value of 1.5 cm 3 . Such expressions have been derived 
previously [1] giving ASb° as R ln V°/Vx

0, where Fg° is 
the molar free volume of the vapour at the boiling 
point and V® is the corresponding value for the liquid. 

However, the real theoretical enigma is that , while 
Vg° is a simple funct ion of T at one bar (PV = RT), the 
corresponding quant i ty Vx° would have to be inde-
pendent of T if R ln Vg/Vx° is to be expressed as 
K(4 + ln Tb). The answer lies in the paradox that 
R In (V/N Ö3) is expressed better as R ln F g > ° - R\nN, 
where vx is the t ransi t ion state s tandard free molecular 
volume in the liquid. Thus Fg° is bo th a molecular and 
a molar free volume, subject to the ideal gas law, and 
thus a linear funct ion of T, whereas vx is strictly a 
molecular proper ty which is a constant for a series of 
similar liquids, and is independent of Tb [3]. 

The significance of the expression R\nV^/vl- R\nN 
can only be fully appreciated by using the detailed 
par t i t ion functions. Each molecule escapes f rom a 
molecular-size box in the liquid into a molar-size box 
for the vapour phase, but the statistics show that there 
is an addi t ional ent ropy term, R ln N, arising f rom the 
interchange of N identical cells in the liquid. Vx° there-
fore has no reality as a molar quanti ty, and its usage 
as an equality for vxN merely disguises the fact that vx 

is the true physical quanti ty. 
A recent extensive and thorough analysis [4] of all 

of the theory and much of the da ta pertaining to 
Trouton ' s rule has confirmed that Vx° has a value of 
1.5 cm 3 and is indeed a cons tant for all the substances 
investigated. This accords completely with the idea of 
a characteristic l iquid/vapour transit ion state distance 
for all ideal molecular liquids [3]. 

The t reatment therefore illustrates the continuity of 
ideal states of mat te r f rom characteristic frequency 
and Einstein theory of heat capacity of solids, through 
the cell theory of liquids, to the idea of a characteristic 
distance at the l iquid /vapour equilibrium. In this re-
spect it also represents the change from a frequency to 
a distance in Eyring's t rea tment of transit ion states in 
kinetics, i.e. a continui ty f rom reactants to products in 
which bonds (oscillators) are broken and the separate 
par ts become translators . 
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